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Hello.
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Ch-Ch-Ch-Ch-Changes.



Rapid change.
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Ch-Ch-Ch-Ch-Changes.



Fogo Island Inn, Newfoundland and Labrador
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Belief. Practice.
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Belief. Practice.



Travel should 

change you.

Our belief



Destination 

travel

Collecting places 

“I went here”

Experiential 

travel

Collecting experiences 

“I did this”

Transformative

travel

Building perspective

“This changed me”

Pre-2004 2006-2018 2019 +

The traveller’s journey



From a destination
brand to a

passion brand



Discover our true 

nature

Moose, Mountains, and 

Mounties

Keep 

Exploring

Mirrored desire for bucket list 

experiences ?
Pre-2004 2006-2018 2019 +

Our brand journey



CANADA WILL
LEAVE A LASTING
MARK ON YOUR

HEART.

Our promise



CANADA.
FOR GLOWING

HEARTS.

Our message





More Than Travelling (en) / Plus qu’un voyage (en 

anglais)
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Belief. Practice.



Strategy and operations are 

deeply intertwined.

Haida Gwaii, BC



A change in strategy.

Great Bear Tours, Great Bear Rainforest, BC
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FROM:

Selling what we 

wanted people to buy.

TO:

Matching our target 

travelers’ personal 

passions to Canadian 

experiences. 
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FROM:

Ads telling travellers 

what they should do.

TO:

Travellers getting 

recommendations 

from friends, family, 

influencers or 

creators. 



A focus on outcomes

BATL, Toronto, Ontario
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FROM:

Starting with tactics.

TO:

Starting with results.
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FROM:

Measuring Activity

TO:

Measuring Impact.
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Starting posting 

at least one 

video each week

Changed our 

posting time

Changed our caption 

format to longer more 

informative posts

Started posting 

twice a day
Had our first 

most liked photo 

that passed the  

50k mark

Continuous Improvement – XmR charts



A new structure.

Canadian Museum for Human Rights, 

Winnipeg, Manitoba
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FROM:

Slow and 

hierarchical.

TO:

Agile and 

empowered.



Squads

Reorganizing teams into 

cross-functional squads to 

empower people to make 

decisions with agility and 

increase our ability to adapt to 

the speed of change.



Why Squads

Embedding all functions 

together enables a proactive

approach to marketing and 

builds cross-functional 

learnings.



A change in culture.

Montreal, Quebec
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FROM:

Fear of failure.

TO:

Experimentation.



A change in agencies.

Talasay Tours, Squamish, BC



Canadian Signature 

Experiences Program

Sober Island, Nova Scotia
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FROM:

List of things.

TO:

Stories.



The CSE collection is a 

market development program 

designed to help eligible 

tourism businesses promote 

their product internationally 

and make it easier for the 

travel trade industry to sell 

more of Canada. 

What is the Canadian Signature Experience 
Program? UNITED STATES

Marketing teams and Media 

can leverage the collection to 

find a rich array of story ideas 

and resources to share with 

their audiences.



What is a Canadian Signature Experience?

UNITED STATES

Arctic Haven, Northwest Territories



The Numbers

UNITED STATES

54
25

5 9

34 22 11

10

7

7

4

Confidential



The experience must exemplify Canada’s tourism brand and 

engage travellers with the culture, people or geography in ways 

that are authentic and memorable.

Eligibility criteria

UNITED STATES

•Be working with the travel trade and meet the 

nationally accepted export-ready criteria

•Be the owner, provider and deliverer of the experience, 

and the point of sales for customers 

•Have rights-free, high-resolution images of the 

proposed experience



• Increased marketing and media 

exposure and global recognition.

Benefits

UNITED STATESWhat does the CSE receive?

What does DC receive?

• Brand-aligned travel experiences 

from across Canada to showcase 

in international marketing. 

• Royalty free images and video that can be 

leveraged to promote Canada.

• The ability to support the government’s efforts 

to develop rural and small businesses.
Confidential



From Experiential 

Travel

Social Currency through experience:

“I went here” / “I did this”

To Transformative 

Travel

Cultural Currency through personal growth:

“It changed me / I was left with a lasting 

impression”



New Content Partners.

Cape Breton, Nova Scotia
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Creator Tips.



Let your goals guide you.

Keno City, Yukon



Think loooooong.

Churchill, Manitoba



Haliburton, Ontario



PRINT

Coffee Table Book

Magazine

Post Cards

In Room Art Work

AUDIO

Radio

Podcasts

EXPERENTIAL

Premieres

VR/AR 

Events

Speakers/Panels

Contests

Gallery Show

SHORT FORM VIDEO

Cut-Downs

Making Of

Behind The Scenes

OOH/PARTNERS

Billboards

Airlines

Hotels

Transit

Guerrilla 

Gas Stations

UGC

Reactions

Watching Live

My Experience

AMA’s

Where Next

STREAMING

Amazon.com

Hulu

Netflix

OTT

Twitch

DIGITAL

Infographics

GIFs

Research

Photos

Interactive

Social



Everyone has heard the 

same things about OTT



But how much of this 
should you believe?



The good, the bad and the 

ugly.

Full disclosure time.





Plan was for 8-12 episodes

22 minutes each

Distributed simultaneously 

by one OTT, only.

In the beginning…



• 520M impressions both on and off OTT

• 36.9M of our target audience reached minimum of 14 times each

• 163M trailer views

• 1.4M target audience will view at least one episode

Expected Program KPIs



Results?     A lot less.

Results. A lot less.

Somerset, Nunavut



Conversion rate within benchmark, 

but landing page views are lower than estimated

Planned vs. EstimatedPlanned vs. Actual



Aseriesof firsts…

• FIRST branded docuseries on Prime Video Direct (PVD) in direct partnership with OTT

• FIRSTepisodic series distributed through PVD and tracked by OTT Advertising

• FIRSTNTO ‘Custom Program’ in partnership with OTT

Promotional firsts…
• FIRSTPrime Video retail/merchandising support for non-TV or non-studio brand

• FIRSTEditor’s Pick Carousel placement for an OTT Advertising partner

• FIRSTExclusives Carousel placement for an OTT Advertising partner

• FIRSTsponsorship of IMDb Fall TV for a non-entertainment brand

• FIRSTVideo Wall takeover on IMDb for a non-entertainment brand



Here’s what we learned by launching the 

first branded series on a Prime Video Platform



Getting content noticed 

within OTT is a big challenge.

Your content will live within a vast library of titles, 

and will compete in an arena of algorithms you do 

not control.



Nobody will look very 

hard for your content.

Users will only spend about 60-90 seconds on 

average browsing for what to watch, and the 

search function is a last resort.



One OTT alone is not the 

magic bullet for reach.

Not yet anyway. OTT only has 61% reach in the US 

overall and viewership is split across a wide-array 

of streaming services.



Like early social media, 

OTT is not built for marketers.

Data availability, dashboard access, and promotional 

opportunities are limited, and that means forecasting 

and reporting challenges for you.



Start slow and find out early 

if your content is any good.

Most content is not discovered right upon release. 

So consider a slower roll-out that lets you gauge 

and react to audience reception. 



What did we do? ResearchWhat did we do? Research.

Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia



Where did we turn?



Things that changed

1. Created one complete story in 4+minutes 

2. Started with a ‘cold open’ – a moment of connection or humour

3. Brought the “why Canada” to the front

4. Condensed the backstory of our hero

5. Added a map to provide geographic perspective

6. Added factoids to elevate interest

7. Encourage a favourable action to be taken after pressing “play”

8. Present the stories in playlists to extend engagement



Four-minute video of Newfoundland

2 million-plus views on YouTube 

Newfoundland full-length episode

93,000 views on YouTube

Seven weeks later…. 



OTT is perpetually 

changing,

so be bold and bring the 

right team along.
Have a team of dynamic marketers, content and 

agency partners who are comfortable with constant 

change and can iterate constantly.
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Wrapping things up.

Whitehorse, Yukon



Think about the whole journey.

Quebec City, Quebec
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Don’t go it alone.



Changing what you do 

requires changing how 

you do it.

Toronto, Ontario



Outcomes over inputs.

Banff, Alberta
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Measure What Matters.

Inuvik, Northwest Territories



Everything is an 

experiment.

Nahanni River, Yukon



Never stop ch-ch-ch-changing.



Thank you


